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Robojudge 
Stephen Breyer may be the right man at the wrong time 

By HARVEY SILVERGLATE  |  May 27, 1994 

Judge Stephen Breyer, Bill Clinton's latest pick for the Supreme Court, has attracted support so 

broad that it spans ideological and political differences. 

And that is precisely why Breyer, a Cambridge resident who is chief judge of the First Circuit 

Court of Appeals, in Boston, may be the right choice at the wrong time. 

 

Breyer is a technocrat, a brilliant, facile thinker who loves legal minutiae. Every court, including 

the US Supreme Court, needs technocrats, and Breyer is without doubt the best and the 

brightest of his kind. 

 

But Clinton was widely reported to be looking for someone not from the traditional judicial 

mold – someone, instead, who could shake up the Supreme Court and infuse it with the kind of 

real-life experience, common sense, and humanity that can temper the neat logic of the law. He 

has not found such a person in Stephen Breyer. 

 

Indeed, what little opposition has been voiced thus far comes from those on the extreme ends 

of the political spectrum, who worry that Breyer will not carry their ideological water. 

 

Thus, Senator Howard Metzenbaum (D-Ohio) is unhappy because Breyer is skeptical of the 

ability of the same government that runs the Postal Service to regulate the nation's commercial 

life. 

 

Likewise, Arthur Kropp, president of the liberal group People for the American Way, and Kate 

Michelman, president of the National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League, have 

expressed dismay over Breyer's dissenting vote in a 1989 case in which the First Circuit struck 

down a state law requiring parental permission before a minor could have an abortion. Breyer 

voiced approval of parental permission. Though arguably problematic, such a position hardly 

signals opposition to a woman's right to choose. 

http://thephoenix.com/Boston/news/84590-robojudge/
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On the right, a conservative group known as American Cause has announced it will oppose 

Breyer's confirmation because it fears he will interpret the Constitution too loosely. 

 

Such discouraging words, though, are the exception. 

Since Clinton announced Breyer's appointment to replace retiring Justice Harry Blackmun, 

Breyer has garnered support from liberals like Senator Ted Kennedy (his sponsor), and 

doctrinaire conservatives like Senator Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) and Senate Minority Leader Bob 

Dole (R-Kansas). 

 

Both Bruce Fein, an ultraconservative legal scholar, and Harvard Law professor Laurence Tribe, 

a liberal who may be the nation's leading constitutional-law expert, have hailed Breyer's 

selection. Fein recently wrote that "champions of judicial restraint and enlightened 

jurisprudence should be cheering." Tribe commented, "Unlike people who parade their brain in 

front of others, and unlike people who wear their hearts on their sleeves, I think Steve will lead 

with his head. When Breyer speaks, his fellow justices will listen." 

When Breyer's career and his considerable body of written judicial opinions are studied and 

understood, the reason for such praise comes into focus. Wall Street Journal legal reporter Paul 

M. Barrett came closest to the mark, describing Breyer as "a powerful thinker and clear writer," 

but also "something of a technocrat." Barrett went on: 

 

What will frustrate those who try to pigeonhole Judge Breyer as they comb through his 

voluminous record of opinions and other writings is the lack of an overarching 

philosophy. Because Judge Breyer doesn't have a distinct agenda or ideology, his 

addition to the court won't affect its current conservative tilt in any dramatic way. 

 

What emerges from Breyer's elegant and clear writing is a judge who avoids knee-jerk 

reactions, closely examines the facts, draws fine distinctions, and does not engage in verbal 

pyrotechnics and obfuscations. 

Breyer practices the time-honored judicial craft of drawing distinctions between cases based 

upon sometimes small but meaningful factual variations that do, and indeed should, affect the 

outcome. 

 

Thus, though Breyer agreed that the legislature may require that a parent of a pregnant girl 

should have some say over whether she should have an abortion, he also voted in 1990, along 

with a majority of his colleagues on the First Circuit, to overturn the Reagan-era regulations 

prohibiting federally funded family-planning clinics from offering abortion counseling. (The gag 
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rule was affirmed, however, by a five-to-four vote of the Rehnquist Supreme court in the 

infamous case of Rust v. Sullivan. The Clinton administration has since lifted the rule.) 

 

First Amendment fan 

With respect to the critical legal issues of our day – whether freedom will be preserved in an 

age of growing governmental power, and whether equality under the law will be preserved in a 

diverse society in which ethnic, racial, sexual, and other groups are vying for preferential 

treatment – Breyer's record is cause for cautious optimism. 

 

His opinions demonstrate considerable respect for the First Amendment. 

His view in the abortion-clinic gag-order case, for example, was based upon the right to free 

speech: the rule prohibited health professionals at clinics that received federal funds from 

mentioning the option of abortion to patients. 

He demonstrated sensitivity to religious liberty in a 1985 case when, in a relatively rare dissent, 

he sided with students at Boston University who refused, for religious reasons, to disclose 

certain government-mandated information on financial-aid forms. Breyer wrote that to deny 

financial aid for a "minor deviation from the bureaucratic norm in a nation as diverse as ours, 

housing so many strongly held but differing points of view, is to exacerbate conflict where it 

could be muted." 

 

Breyer's record on freedom of conscience is solid as well. In the 1984 case of Wald v. Reagan, 

Breyer ruled that a federal statute did not give the president the right to stop US citizens from 

traveling to Cuba. In that same year, he wrote an opinion holding that the government could 

not investigate the loyalty of a citizen as a precondition to his or her employment at the World 

Health Organization (WHO). Breyer held that the executive order requiring a loyalty check was 

overly broad because it included, as a relevant factor, whether the applicant "advocated" 

(rather than participated in) treason, sedition, or revolution. Political advocacy, wrote Breyer, is 

political speech protected by the First Amendment. 

 

But it is important to note that even in those opinions in which Breyer upheld First Amendment 

rights, he did so on the narrowest grounds available. Thus, in the Boston University religious -

freedom case, as in the Cuba and WHO cases, he concentrated on constricting the reach of 

statutes rather than declaring broad constitutional principles. 

 

Not that this makes Breyer a bad judge. There is, after all, a long-established judicial doctrine 

that a court should seek to decide a case on the narrowest grounds available. 
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Nonetheless, Breyer's restrained legal opinions can leave one with the feeling that he is, to an 

uncomfortable degree, too much of a legal technocrat, too enamored of sheer logic that's 

devoid of some of the messier details of real life. Dave Margolick, of the New York Times, 

recently observed: 

 

Some of the judges with whom he has sat find his intellectually nimble, facile ways a bit 

disconcerting. "He's able because of his brilliance to support any position," said one. "He 

has to guard against that, and we, his colleagues, have to, too. We have to count to 10 

before we buy what he's selling." 

 

Before settling on Breyer, the president gave every indication that he was looking for someone 

very different. At various times Clinton considered highly political choices such as New York 

Governor Mario Cuomo (who took himself out of the running for the vacancy that went to Ruth 

Bader Ginsburg) and retiring Senate majority Leader George Mitchell (ditto this time around). In 

both instances, Clinton couldn't quite bring himself to name Secretary of the Interior Bruce 

Babbitt, a former Arizona governor who Clinton reportedly hoped would emulate Hugo Black, 

the former senator named to the Court in 1937 who fought for freedom, dignity, and equality 

for nearly four decades. 

But these are difficult times for Clinton, and because of that he appears unwilling to undergo 

the kind of confirmation battle that the selection of a controversial figure might have triggered. 

With Breyer, Clinton took the path of least resistance. 

 

Passion gap 

Breyer's approach is perhaps best exemplified in an opinion he wrote on February 28 of this 

year. Given the constraints he was under, he no doubt ruled the right way – but he did so in a 

way that was devoid of the passionate outrage, or at least the skepticism, that the situation 

invited. 

 

Daniel Gendron's case came before the appeals court after he was convicted of buying child 

pornography. Federal postal inspectors, emulating similar child-porn stings across the country, 

identified Gendron as a target, corresponded with him, and offered him an opportunity to buy 

sexually explicit materials. Gendron did so, and was promptly arrested. 

 

There is an entire squad of postal inspectors, flanked by federal prosecutors, who specialize in 

this disgusting method to entice, arrest, and imprison eccentrics, most of whom are harmless. 
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The feds use taxpayers' money to set up bogus companies that advertise the distribution of 

child-porn magazines, catalogues, and videotapes. This method does not catch those who 

exploit children to produce pornography, only those who read it in the privacy of their homes. 

 

In reviewing the conviction of Gendron, Breyer dealt with the defendant's claim that the tactics 

used by the postal inspectors went over the line and enticed someone who would not 

otherwise have committed the crime, thereby constituting unlawful entrapment. Breyer 

rejected the claim. 

 

Given the law as crafted some years earlier by a Congress stampeding into the "family values" 

arena, and buttressed by the judicial opinions of a Supreme Court loaded with Reagan and Bush 

appointees not particularly bothered by such tactics (although even the court reversed one 

child-porn conviction, in 1992, on entrapment grounds), the outcome of the Gendron appeal 

was fairly predictable, regardless of who was sitting on the reviewing panel of the First Circuit. 

 

But even though the Supreme Court's precedents virtually required the appeals -court judges to 

affirm Gendron's conviction, they were nonetheless free to comment. Judges are allowed to 

use whatever bully pulpit they have to influence the other branches of government in forging a 

more decent society respectful of individual rights. They need not sit by silently and watch the 

machinery of government crush the lives of citizens. 

 

Breyer, though, writing for the three-judge panel, wrote simply: 

 

Without this kind of law enforcement weapon, it would often prove difficult, or 

impossible, to stop certain seriously criminal activity, particularly activity involving drugs, 

or corruption, or other crimes in which no direct participant wants the crime detected. 

 

In sharp contrast, one member of the panel, Louis Pollak, a highly respected visiting federal 

district judge from Philadelphia, made the following observation in a separate concurring 

opinion: 

 

The fact that the methods pursued by government agents to offer Gendron a tempting 

opportunity to commit a crime were not only successful but have been found by this 

court (correctly, in my view) not to have been unlawful – i.e., not to have crossed the line 

into the forbidden realm of entrapment – does not, in my judgment, signify that those 

methods of enforcing this sort of statute are something to be proud of. 
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Thus did Pollak contribute that element we need desperately from our judges: an 

acknowledgement of the overriding importance of decency, conscience, civic virtue, and 

devotion to liberty. To decide a case like Gendron's without so much as criticizing the 

distasteful and, in the end, corrupting methods used by postal inspectors and prosecutors is to 

take judicial restraint and neutrality to a point where decency becomes irrelevant, and where 

toleration of evil becomes automatic and silent. 

 

Breyer's cautious instincts have also been on display over the controversy concerning federal 

sentencing guidelines, which he helped write. The guidelines, which went into effect in the 

1980s, were designed to ensure that criminals who committed similar crimes be punished in 

more or less similar ways regardless of the district in which they were prosecuted, and 

regardless of their position in society. 

 

However, that nice theory has misfired. Many people have been sentenced to prison terms that 

were so inordinately long and disproportionate that conscientious judges have spoken out 

against such cruelty. Yet Breyer has continued to defend the guidelines in speeches at judicial 

conferences, at bar meetings, and in his written court opinions. Judge Breyer, the legal 

technician, helped create a finely tuned watch that is a mechanical wonder in its smooth and 

logical operation. The only problem is that, in the real world, it fails to keep time. 

 

The growing revolt among lower-court judges finally forced Breyer, in a case decided in June 

1993, to rule that there was some flexibility to moderate a sentence in "unusual" cases. In that 

case, a single mother of three young children had been convicted of carrying a pound of 

cocaine from New York to Providence and sentenced to 33 months in prison, a sentence the 

district-court judge believed was mandated by the guidelines. 

 

Right judge, wrong Court 

There are some who believe that, given the present composition of the Supreme Court, 

Stephen Breyer is exactly the right choice. Former Harvard president (and, before that, dean of 

the law school) Derek Bok told the Harvard Crimson that the Court has for some years been "a 

bit too politically divided and motivated," and that the Breyer nomination was a step in creating 

a court more likely to "retain widespread respect." 

 

Harvard Law professor Alan Dershowitz, who knows Breyer well (Breyer has taught at Harvard 

Law), gave the judge his highest praise, telling the Crimson that Breyer was not only a potential 
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architect of "a liberal consensus which will marginalize the extreme right and give much more 

power to the center left," but was someone who, at long last, would provide an intellectual 

match for Justice Antonin Scalia, who currently anchors the Court's right wing. 

 

A variation of this view – that Breyer will help consolidate and give an intellectual voice to the 

Court's emerging center – is espoused not only by most of Breyer's Harvard and judicial 

colleagues, but by a variety of other legal commentators. 

 

But at this point in the Supreme Court's history – bereft as it is of zealous, consistent, and 

impassioned advocates of individual liberty and equality before the law – does the Court need 

someone like Stephen Breyer? Wouldn't justice be better served by a passionate freedom-

fighter like Hugo Black, William Douglas, Louis Brandeis, Earl Warren, William Brennan, 

Thurgood Marshall – even Harry Blackmun? 

 

Perhaps the president's political and personal troubles simply made the risk of such an 

appointment unacceptable to him and his handlers. If so, it was an opportunity lost. 

 

Clinton should have spent some political capital and picked a justice with the kind of 

"overarching philosophy" and "distinct agenda" that spark controversy. Certainly there's room 

for such a justice among the conservative ideologues and centrist technocrats who comprise 

today's Court. 

Without at least a couple of such members, it is unlikely the Supreme Court will reach for – 

much less attain – greatness. 

 

 
 


